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Eets of the hoie of the freeze-out hypersurfae and resonane deays on the HBT inter-
ferometry in relativisti heavy-ion ollisions are studied in detail within a lass of models with
single freeze-out. The Monte-Carlo method, as implemented in THERMINATOR, is used to generate
hadroni events desribing prodution of partiles from a thermalized and expanding soure. All
well-established hadroni resonanes are inluded in the analysis as their role is ruial at large
freeze-out temperatures. We use the two-partile method to extrat the orrelation funtions, whih
allows us to study the Coulomb eets. We nd that the pion HBT data from RHIC are fully
ompatible with the single freeze-out senario, pointing at the shape of the freeze-out hypersurfae
where the transverse radius is dereasing with time. Results for the single-partile spetra for this
situation are also presented. Finally, we present preditions for the kaon femtosopy.
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opy, Hanbury-BrownTwiss 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I. INTRODUCTION
Femtosopy is one of the most important and promis-
ing tehniques used in relativisti heavy-ion ollisions,
as it reveals the spaetime harateristis of the reball
formed in the reation. The study of two-partile or-
relations of idential partiles is known as the Hanbury-
Brown-Twiss (HBT) interferometry [1, 2, 3, 4, 5℄, while
together with the extension to non-idential partiles it
has been generially termed femtosopy [6, 7℄, referring
to studies of the system at the femtometer sale. For
a reent review of various aspets, both theoretial and
experimental, of the eld the reader is referred to the re-
view by Lisa, Pratt, Soltz, and Wiedemann [8℄. There
are several questions onerning the heavy-ion data for
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the HBT radii. The major puzzle is the pratially on-
stant value of the HBT radii over the huge reation en-
ergy range
√
sNN = 20−200 GeV. The other surprising,
when onfronted to expetations based on earlier model
preditions, feature found at RHIC is the proximity of
the value of Rout/Rside to unity, indiating a very short
emission time of pions from the soure. These hallenges
are to be faed by theoretial desriptions. As a mat-
ter of fat, a simultaneous reprodution of all HBT radii
poses a serious problem to models with limited paramet-
ri freedom, as well as to hydrodynamial simulations or
transport odes (for a reent study see [9℄, where RS and
RL are found to be in agreement with data, while RO
is predited to be larger that the observed one). The
above puzzles and problems led to signiant revision of
our understanding of the RHIC physis, with suh im-
portant onlusions as the absene of the latent heat in
hadronization [8℄, whih would lead to a muh longer-
lived reball, or the introdution of the onept of the
length of homogeneity [10℄, whih eetively redues the
observed radii to smaller values than the geometri size
of the whole soure.
In the present paper we study the femtosopy at RHIC
in a lass of hydro-inspired models, all with a single-
freeze-out [11℄. Our analysis uses THERMINATOR [12℄ - the
THERMal heavy IoN generATOR for the single-freeze-
out approah, whih is a very exible tool for studies of
this type. The single freeze-out onept, whih identi-
es the thermal and kineti freeze-outs, may be viewed
2as an approximation to a more detailed evolution, taking
into aount dierent time sales for various proesses.
Nevertheless, the single freeze-out omplies to the explo-
sive senario at RHIC [13℄ and is denitely worth a de-
tailed study in the ontext of femtosopy. Moreover, the
approah reprodues very eiently the partile abun-
danes, the transverse-momentum spetra, inluding par-
tiles with strangeness [14℄, produes very reasonable re-
sults for the resonane prodution [15℄, the balane fun-
tions in rapidity [16℄, the ellipti ow [17℄, and the trans-
verse energy [18℄. Approximate preditions of the model
for the HBT radii were already presented in Ref. [17, 19℄.
In partiular, we deal in detail with two important is-
sues. The rst one is the inuene of the hosen freeze-
out hypersurfae Σ on the model predition for the pio-
ni HBT radii. We study several parametrization of Σ:
the one from the original single-freeze-out model [11℄, as
well as three hypersurfaes from the Blast-Wave model
[20, 21℄ and its extension whih aount for the hanges
of the shape in the t− ρ (time - transverse radius) spae
with the help of a single parameter a. We nd signif-
iant dependene here, espeially for the Rlong radius.
The analysis favors the shape of the freeze-out hypersur-
fae where the transverse radius is dereasing with time.
We also present the results for the single-partile spe-
tra for the best freeze-out model out of the four studied,
whih turns out to be the modied Blast-Wave model
with parameter a = −0.5. Clearly, the HBT orrelation
data plae onstraints on the freeze-out geometry and
our study helps to put quantitative bounds on model pa-
rameters.
The seond issue studied is the detailed role of hadroni
resonanes on the two-partile pion orrelation. Al-
though the basi features have been known sine the
very early days of the eld [1, 22℄, there have been no
HBT studies at large temperatures (T ∼ 170 MeV) tak-
ing into aount suiently many resonanes. The inlu-
sion of pratially all resonanes at suh temperatures is
important, as revealed by the studies of partile ratios
[23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28℄ and the transverse-momentum
spetra [11℄, where the resonanes signiantly derease
the inverse-slope parameter [29℄. The presene of res-
onanes plays an essential role also in femtosopy sup-
plying the separation distributions with long exponential
tails, thus providing non-gaussian features in the HBT
orrelation funtions. For a very reent study see Ref.
[30℄. We should stress, that the models termed here
as Blast-Wave have the blast-wave geometry, however
they do inlude all resonanes, ontrary to many appli-
ations, where no resonane feeding is present.
Finally, we present preditions for the kaon femtosopy.
We nd that when the pion and kaon results are plotted
together, they omply to the mT -saling onjunture.
The paper is onstruted as follows: In Set. II we de-
ne a lass of the hydro-inspired models with resonanes
whih are used in our analysis of the orrelation fun-
tions. Setion III is a short introdution to the HBT
formalism. In Set. IV we present our main results on
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FIG. 1: Various parametrization of the freeze-out hypersur-
fae. The urves show the dependene of time t on the radial
distane ρ =
√
r2x + r2y at rz = 0 for the four models onsid-
ered.
the HBT radii. The eets of the resonanes on the or-
relation funtion are disussed in Set. V. Setion VII
ontains our preditions onerning the kaon orrelation
funtions.
II. HYDRO-INSPIRED MODELS OF
FREEZE-OUT
The hydro-inspired models have beome a very popu-
lar tool to analyze the data olleted in relativisti heavy-
ion ollisions [31, 32℄. The most popular model belonging
to this lass is the Blast-Wave model of Shnedermann,
Sollfrank and Heinz [20℄. In the original formulation,
it was designed to desribe boost-invariant and ylindri-
ally symmetri systems, hene it is best suited for de-
sription of the midrapidity region of the entral Au +
Au ollisions studied at the top RHIC energies.
Other models of this type inlude the Buda-Lund
model [33, 34℄ and the Craow single-freeze-out model
[11, 14, 19℄. A distintive feature of the Craow model is
that it inludes the omplete set of hadroni resonanes.
Preisely this feature allowed for the uniform desription
of the hemial and thermal freeze-outs.
In this work we onsider the boost-invariant and ylin-
drially symmetri systems and use THERMINATOR [12℄ to
inlude the resonane eets. In this way, the Blast-
Wave and Craow model are treated on the same footing;
the ontributions from the resonane deays that are very
often negleted in the studies based on the Blast-Wave
model are now taken ompletely into aount. The only
(important) dierene between the onsidered models re-
sides in the denition of the freeze-out hypersurfae; for
the Blast-Wave model the freeze-out hypersurfae is typ-
ially dened by the ondition of the onstant laboratory
time, whereas for the Craow model the freeze-out hyper-
surfae is dened by the ondition of the onstant proper
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FIG. 2: The asade of resonane deays: the initial resonane
formed on the freeze-out hypersurfae at the point xN with
momentum pN deays after proper time τN at the point xN−1.
We trak one deay produt, whih deays in sequene until
the nal pion is formed at the point x1.
time. In the present paper we take into onsideration
these two ases and other possible options, all illustrated
in Fig. 1. The lines show the freeze-out hypersurfaes
at rz = 0. Due to the measure 2piρdρ the parts of the
hypersurfae with larger values of ρ are more relevant in
the evaluation of observables.
The boost-invariant, ylindrially symmetri freeze-
out models are distinguished by dierent freeze-out
urves in the t − ρ spae (t is the laboratory time mea-
sured at rz = 0, while ρ =
√
r2x + r
2
y is the distane
from the ollision axis). The most popular Blast-Wave
parametrization uses the freeze-out ondition t = onst.
In our alulations we also onsider parametrizations of
the form t = τ + a ρ, where τ and a are onstants.
For a = 0 we reprodue the standard ase. By study-
ing the ases with dierent values of a we may analyze
the eet of the shape of the freeze-out hypersurfae on
dierent physial observables, inluding the HBT radii.
The positive (negative) values of the parameter a orre-
spond to the freeze-out urves whih go up (down) in the
Minkowski t−ρ spae, f. Fig. 1. It is important to real-
ize that the freeze-out urves with negative a's resemble
the freeze-out urves obtained typially in hydrodynami
alulations. In the latter ase the matter plaed lose
to the surfae of the system deouples earlier, while the
matter inside the system deouples later, only when the
temperature in that region drops down due the expansion
of the system. Consequently, by studying the eet of the
hoie of the freeze-out urve on the extrated HBT radii,
we may nd whih freeze-out models are favored by the
data.
A. Emission funtion
Our starting point is the formula for the pion emis-
sion funtion whih takes into aount sequential deays
of the resonanes [14, 19, 35℄. A ontribution from one
partiular deay hain c, illustrated in Fig. 2, is given by
the following equation
Sc (x1, p1) = Ep1
dN
d3p1d4x1
=
∫
d3p2
Ep2
B (p2, p1)
∫
dτ2Γ2e
−Γ2τ2
∫
d4x2δ
(4)
(
x2 +
p2τ2
m2
− x1
)
× . . .
×
∫
d3pN−1
EpN−1
B (pN−1, pN−2)
∫
dτN−1ΓN−1e
−ΓN−1τN−1
∫
d4xN−1δ
(4)
(
xN−1 +
pN−1τN−1
mN−1
− xN−2
)
×
∫
d3pN
EpN
B (pN , pN−1)
∫
dτNΓNe
−ΓNτN
∫
dΣµ (xN ) p
µ
N δ
(4)
(
xN +
pN τN
mN
− xN−1
)
fN [pN · u (xN )] . (1)
Here dΣµ is a 3-dimensional element of the freeze-out hy-
persurfae Σ, the position of a resonane that deouples
on the freeze-out hypersurfae Σ is denoted by xN , its
four-momentum by pµN , and its mass by mN . The fun-
tion fN is the thermal distribution funtion depending on
the produt of the resonane four-momentum pN and the
loal four-veloity u(xN ). The resonane deays at the
spaetime point xN−1 and produes the traked daugh-
ter partile with the four-momentum pµN−1. In the rst
step of the simulation of the deay, the proper time τN
is generated randomly aording to the exponential de-
ay law (1/ΓN) exp(−ΓNτN ), where ΓN is the resonane
width. Then, in the seond step, the position xN−1 is ob-
tained from the formula xµN−1 = x
µ
N +(p
µ
N/mN )τN . The
momentum of the daughter partile pµN−1 is determined
purely by the available phase spae, as desribed in Refs.
[12, 19℄. In Eq. (1) the phase spae eets are taken into
aount in terms of the splitting funtions B (pN , pN−1)
dened in [19℄. If the daughter partile is a resonane,
the above sheme is repeated until the nal stable par-
tile (pion, kaon, nuleon or antinuleon) is produed.
The spaetime position and four-momentum of the nal
partile is denoted as x1 and p1. The asade harater
of the proess is reeted by the iterative struture of
Eq. (1). The omplete emission funtion is obtained as
4the sum over all possible deay hannels c,
S(x, p) =
∑
c
Sc(x, p). (2)
We note that all onsidered partiles are on the mass
shell with the energies Ep =
√
m2 + p2.
B. Distributions of the primordial partiles
The Monte-Carlo simulation of the deay proess starts
with the generation of hadroni distributions at the mo-
ment of freeze-out. We shall refer to suh distributions
as the primordial distributions. All hadroni states ap-
pearing in the Partile Data Tables [36℄ are inluded in
this proedure. Sine we onsider a boost-invariant and
ylindrially symmetri system, the primordial distribu-
tions in rapidity, y, and transverse momentum, p⊥, are
of the form
dN
dyd2p⊥
=
∫
dΣµ(xN )p
µ
Nf (pN · u(xN ))
=
1
(2pi)3
2pi∫
0
dφ
∞∫
−∞
dα‖
1∫
0
dζ ρ(ζ)τ˜ (ζ)
×
[
m⊥osh(α‖ − y)
dρ
dζ
− p⊥ cos(φ− ϕ)dτ˜
dζ
]
×
{
exp
[
βm⊥osh(α⊥(ζ))osh(α‖ − y)
−βp⊥sinh(α⊥(ζ)) cos(φ− ϕ)− βµ]± 1
}−1
. (3)
Here m⊥ =
√
m2 + p2⊥ is the transverse mass, and ϕ
is the momentum azimuthal angle. The quantities φ,
α‖, and ζ are used to parametrize the freeze-out hyper-
surfae: φ is the azimuthal angle, tanφ = ry/rx, α‖ is
the spaetime rapidity, α‖ = 1/2 ln[(t + rz)/(t − rz)],
while ζ parametrizes the freeze-out urve obtained as the
projetion of the freeze-out hypersurfae on the rz = 0
plane. The freeze-out urve is dened by the mapping
ζ → (τ˜ (ζ), ρ(ζ)) relating the freeze-out time and posi-
tion. At rz = 0 the variable τ˜ =
√
t2 − r2z oinides
with the laboratory time, whereas ρ =
√
r2x + r
2
y is the
distane from the ollision axis. The funtion α⊥(ζ)
onveniently parametrizes the transverse olletive ow,
v⊥(ζ) = tanhα⊥(ζ). We reall that the longitudinal ow
has the form vz = rz/t [37℄. The variable β appearing
in Eq. (3) is the inverse temperature, β = 1/T , whereas
the plus-minus sign is related to the statistis (in Eq. (3)
and in the expressions below the upper sign orresponds
to fermions, while the lower sign to bosons). With the
help of the modied Bessel funtions, Eq. (3) may be
rewritten in the more ompat form
dN
dyd2p⊥
=
1
2pi2
∞∑
n=1
(∓)n+1enβµ
1∫
0
dζ ρ(ζ)τ˜ (ζ)
×
{
m⊥
dρ
dζ
K1 [nβm⊥oshα⊥] I0 [nβp⊥sinhα⊥]
− p⊥ dτ˜
dζ
K0 [nβm⊥oshα⊥] I1 [nβp⊥sinhα⊥]
}
. (4)
C. Craow single-freeze-out model
Dierent boost-invariant and ylindrially symmet-
ri models may dier in the hoie of the freeze-out
urve (τ˜ (ζ), ρ(ζ)). In the Craow single-freeze-out model
[11, 14, 19℄ the freeze-out hypersurfae is speied by the
following equations:
τ˜ = τ oshα⊥(ζ), ρ = τ sinhα⊥(ζ), τ = onst. ,
(5)
whih are equivalent to the ondition
τ˜2 − ρ2 = t2 − r2z − r2x − r2y = τ2. (6)
The parameterization (5) implies that the freeze-out of
the uid elements plaed farther away from the enter
happens at later times, see Fig. 1. The veloity prole
in the Craow model has the Hubble-like struture
v =
r
t
. (7)
The use of Eqs. (5) and (7) in Eq. (3) and the hange
of the integration variable ζ (rst to α⊥ and later to ρ)
leads to the distribution of the primordial partiles in the
6-dimensional spae of spaetime positions and momenta
dN
dydϕp⊥dp⊥dα‖dφρ dρ
=
1
(2pi)3
[
m⊥
√
τ2 + ρ2 osh(α‖ − y)− p⊥ρ cos(φ− ϕ)
]
×
{
exp
[
βm⊥
√
1 +
ρ2
τ2
osh(α‖ − y)− βp⊥
ρ
τ
cos(φ− ϕ)− βµ
]
± 1
}−1
. (8)
D. Generalized Blast-Wave Model
As the seond option onsidered in our alulations we
hoose the generalized Blast-Wave parameterization
τ˜ = τ + aρ, tanhα⊥(ζ) = v⊥ = onst. (9)
The parameters: τ, a and v⊥ are onstants (for simpliity
we assume that the transverse ow prole is onstant).
5For a = 0 we obtain the standard Blast-Wave parameter-
ization orresponding to the assumption that the freeze-
out proess happens at onstant laboratory time t = τ
(in the entral region where α‖ = 0). For a > 0 (a < 0 )
the straight line dening the freeze-out in the Minkowski
spae at rz = 0 goes upwards (downwards). Similarly to
the previous ase, the use of the parameterization (9) in
Eq. (3) gives the 6-dimensional density
dN
dydϕp⊥dp⊥dα‖dφρdρ
=
1
(2pi)3
(τ + aρ)
[
m⊥osh(α‖ − y)− a p⊥ cos(φ − ϕ)
]
×
{
exp
[
βm⊥√
1− v2⊥
osh(α‖ − y)−
βp⊥v⊥√
1− v2⊥
cos(φ− ϕ)− βµ
]
± 1
}−1
. (10)
III. THE HBT FORMALISM
A. Two-partile orrelation funtion
Consider the two-partile distribution expressed by the
two-partile emission funtion,
W2(p1,p2) = Ep1Ep2
dN
d3p1d3p2
=
∫
S(x1, x2, p1, p2)d
4x1d
4x2. (11)
The orrelation funtion is then dened as
C(p1,p2) =
W2(p1,p2)
W1(p1)W1(p2)
(12)
where
W1(p) = Ep
dN
d3p
=
∫
d4xS(x, p) (13)
with S(x, p) given by Eqs. (1) and (2).
One may assume that the two-partile prodution
probability is inuened only by the two-partile inter-
ation. In this ase one neglets the many-body inter-
ations between the produed partiles as well as the
event-wide orrelations (e.g., the eets indued by the
momentum onservation). Then, the two-partile emis-
sion funtion may be expressed as the produt of the
single-partile emission funtions and the squared wave-
funtion of the pair. After taking into aount the
smoothness approximation we write
C(q,k) =
∫
d4x1S(x1, p1)d
4x2S(x2, p2)|Ψ(k∗, r∗)|2∫
d4x1S(x1, p1)
∫
d4x2S(x2, p2)
.
(14)
We dene the momentum dierene of the partiles as
q = (q0, q) = (Ep1 − Ep2 ,p1 − p2) , (15)
the sum of their momenta as
P = (P0,P ) = (Ep1 + Ep2 ,p1 + p2) , (16)
and the average momentum of the pair as
k = (k0,k) =
1
2
(Ep1 + Ep2 ,p1 + p2) . (17)
The generalized momentum dierene is dened by the
formula
q˜ = q − P (q · P )
P 2
, (18)
whih in the pair rest frame (PRF) is redued to the form
q˜ = (0, 2k∗) . (19)
For the partiles with equal masses we use the notation
qinv = 2k
∗. (20)
The spae and time separations of the members of the
pair are: r = r1 − r2 and ∆t = t1 − t2. If alulated in
PRF they are denoted as r∗ and ∆t∗. Both k∗ and r∗
appear as the arguments of the wave funtion in Eq. (14)
sine PRF is the most onvenient referene frame for the
representation of the wave funtion struture.
In general, the HBT analysis may be performed in any
referene frame. One determines the orrelation funtion
as a funtion of the relative-momentum omponents in
the seleted frame. Then the inverse widths of the orre-
lation funtions yield the size parameters of the system
in this frame. In the present paper we use the Bertsh-
Pratt deomposition [38, 39, 40℄ of the average and rela-
tive three-momenta into three omponents. The long axis
oinides with the beam axis, the out axis is determined
by the diretion of the average transverse momentum of
the pair, denoted later by kT , and the side diretion is
perpendiular to the other two axes. Following the RHIC
experiments we hoose to perform the analysis in the lon-
gitudinal o-moving system (LCMS), whih is dened as
a system where klong = 0. The HBT radii presented
below are always obtained in the LCMS system. Later
in this work the notation is used in whih the values in
PRF are denoted by an asterisk, while the values without
asterisk are dened in LCMS.
6By the denition of the Monte-Carlo method, the nu-
merial equivalent of the integrals (14) is the summa-
tion over partiles or pairs of partiles generated by the
Monte-Carlo proedure. The numerial alulation of the
orrelation funtions is done in bins, whih may be ex-
pressed with the help of the funtion
δ∆(x) =


1 if |x| ≤ ∆2 ,
0 otherwise.
(21)
Then the orrelation funtion may be expressed simply
as
C(q,k) =∑
i
∑
j 6=i
δ∆(q − pi + pj)δ∆(k − 12 (pi + pj))|Ψ(k∗, r∗)|2∑
i
∑
j
δ∆(q − pi + pj)δ∆(k − 12 (pi + pj))
.
(22)
In our numerial alulations we use ∆ = 5 MeV.
B. Wave funtion of the pion pair
Various analyses of the HBT orrelations use dierent
approximations for the full pion wave funtion Ψ. In
the non-interating system or in the interating but non-
relativisti ase the motion of the enter of mass an be
separated and one deals with the relative motion only.
The simplest relative wave funtion ignores all dynamial
interations and has the form
ΨQ =
1√
2
(eik
∗
r
∗
+ e−ik
∗
r
∗
), (23)
where symmetrization over the two idential partiles has
been performed. Therefore,
|ΨQ|2 = 1 + cos (2k∗r∗) . (24)
Correlation funtions alulated aording to (22) and
(24) represent the ideal Bose-Einstein orrelation fun-
tions. They are also very useful in the model studies,
beause they an be alulated analytially for simple
gaussian emission funtions.
In more realisti alulations, the Coulomb interation
of the harged pion pairs should be taken into aount,
whih may be ahieved by the use of the wave funtion
ΨQC = eiδc
√
Ac(η)
1√
2
[
e−ik
∗
r
∗
F (−iη, 1, iξ+)
+ eik
∗
r
∗
F (−iη, 1, iξ−)
]
, (25)
where δc is the Coulomb phase shift, Ac is the Coulomb
penetration fator (sometimes alled the Gamow fator),
ξ± = k∗r∗±k∗r∗ = k∗r∗(1± cos θ∗), η = (k∗a)−1 with a
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FIG. 3: Transverse-mass spetra at mid-rapidity of pions
(open irles) and kaons (open squares) for the Blast-Wave
model with a = −0.5, T = 165.6 MeV, µB = 28.5 MeV,
τ = 8.55 fm, ρmax = 8.92 fm, and vT = 0.311 . The data
points (stars for pions, triangles for kaons) ome from the
STAR ollaboration [41℄.
being the Bohr radius of the pair, and F is the onuent
hypergeometri funtion. θ∗ is the angle between k∗ and
r∗. The orrelation funtion obtained in this way an be
ompared diretly to the orrelation funtion obtained
from the experiment. The omplete wave funtion of
the pion pair ontains a ontribution from the strong
interation as well. However these are small in the isospin
I = 2 hannel and are negleted.
C. Numerial alulation of orrelation funtions
The orrelation funtions analyzed in this work are ob-
tained through a numerial implementation of Eqs. (22)
and (23) or Eqs. (22) and (25). Partiles generated by
THERMINATOR are grouped into events, as in experiment.
In eah event every harged pion is ombined with every
other pion of the same harge. For eah pion pair, |Ψ|2 is
alulated and added to the numerator of Eq. (22) in a
bin orresponding to its qinv for 1-dimensional funtions
or to its qout, qside and qlong for the full 3-dimensional
ase. At the same time, 1 is added to the denominator
of Eq. (22) in the orresponding bin. The resulting ratio
yields the orrelation funtion.
By making a proper seletion of single pions and pairs
of pions one may study the orrelation funtions as fun-
tions of various variables. For instane, taking into a-
ount the pairs of partiles within a ertain total momen-
tum range only, one immediately obtains the dependene
on kT . It is important to note that all single-partile ap-
proahes in the studies of the orrelation funtions use
transverse-momenta of single partiles only, while the ex-
perimental data are represented as funtions of kT . This
is one of the advantages of the two-partile method over
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FIG. 4: The results for Craow model: λ and the HBT
radii Rout, Rside, and Rlong shown as funtions of the trans-
verse momentum of the pion pair. The squares show the
full alulation with resonanes based on the method of
Set. III, down-triangles is the same without resonanes,
the up-triangles show the alulation with resonanes and the
Coulomb orretions made aording to the Bowler-Sinyukov
method, while the irles show the data of the STAR ollabo-
ration for
√
sNN = 200 GeV [41℄. The lines are drawn to guide
the eye. We note that the inlusion of resonanes inreases the
radii by about 1 fm. The model parameters are: T = 165.6
MeV, µB = 28.5 MeV, τ = 10.55 fm, and ρmax = 7.53 fm.
the single-partile method. Another one is the possibil-
ity of inluding nal-state interations, suh as Coulomb
eets.
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FIG. 5: Same as Fig. 4 for the Blast-Wave model with reso-
nanes, a = 0.5. The model parameters are: T = 165.6 MeV,
µB = 28.5 MeV, τ = 9.91 fm, ρmax = 7.43 fm, and vT =
0.407 .
D. Extration of HBT radii
In most of the realisti ases the integral (14) annot
be performed analytially. One of the ases where the
analyti alulation may be done orresponds to the sit-
uation where the pion wave funtion is given by Eq. (23)
and the single-partile emission funtion is a stati 3-
dimensional ellipsoid with a gaussian density prole
S(x,p) = N exp
(
− x
2
out
2R2out
− x
2
side
2R2side
− x
2
long
2R2long
)
. (26)
Please note that this soure funtion is stati - it does not
depend on partile momentum. In this ase the integral
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FIG. 6: Same as Fig. 4 for the Blast-Wave model with reso-
nanes, a = 0. The model parameters are: T = 165.6 MeV,
µB = 28.5 MeV, τ = 8.17 fm, ρmax = 8.21 fm, and vT =
0.341 .
(14) with the free wave funtion (23) leads to the well
known formula
C (k⊥, qout, qside, qlong) = 1 + λ exp
[−R2out(k⊥)q2out
−R2side(k⊥)q2side −R2long(k⊥)q2long
]
. (27)
The quantities Rout, Rside and Rlong, known as the HBT
radii are the widths of the gaussian approximation to
the single-partile freeze-out distribution. It is important
to emphasize that formula (27) is ommonly used to t
the experimental data and to represent the results of the
model alulations although the experimental or model
emission funtions are frequently far from gaussians. In
ontext of our model this issue will be disussed in detail
in Set. V.
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FIG. 7: Same as Fig. 4 for the Blast-Wave model with
resonanes, a = −0.5. The model parameters are: T =
165.6 MeV, µB = 28.5 MeV, τ = 8.55 fm, ρmax = 8.92 fm,
and vT = 0.311 . This is the model that produes best agree-
ment out of the four models onsidered. With the same values
of the parameters the model reprodues the transverse-mass
spetra, see Fig. 3.
E. Bowler-Sinyukov formalism
The pion orrelation funtions for sizes typially ob-
served in heavy-ion ollisions are signiantly inuened
by the Coulomb interation, hene the model alula-
tions should also inlude this eet. We take into a-
ount the Coulomb interation by using the exat form
of the two-partile wave-funtion (25). In the proedure
of inluding the Coulomb eets we should aordingly
modify the form of the referene funtion (27) that is
used to extrat the HBT radii. Sine there is no analyti
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FIG. 8: An example of the projeted pion orrelation fun-
tions for the Blast-Wave model with resonanes, a = −0.5.
Model parameters are the same as for Fig. 7. The orrelation
funtions inlude pion pairs with transverse-momentum in the
range: 0.25 GeV < kT < 0.35 GeV. We show the projetions
of the orrelation funtion (symbols) and the projetions of
the 3-dimensional t (lines). The top plot shows projetions
on the qout axis, i.e., the 3-dimensional orrelation funtion
has been integrated in two other diretions over some range.
The middle plot shows the projetion on qside, and the bot-
tom plot the projetion on qlong. Cirles (solid lines) show the
funtion (t) integrated in two other diretions in the range:
|qi| < 2.5 MeV, triangles (dashed lines) for |qi| < 12.5 MeV,
and squares (dotted line) for |qi| < 32.5 MeV, where i = out,
side or long.
formula whih parametrizes the Coulomb eets exatly,
we follow the proedure of CERES [42℄, STAR [41℄ and
PHENIX [43℄, whih is based on the following assump-
tions: the Coulomb interation and the wave-funtion
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FIG. 9: The same as Fig. 8 for the analysis inluding the
Coulomb interation.
symmetrization fatorize and, moreover, the Coulomb in-
teration part of the funtion an be replaed by the av-
eraged Coulomb wave-funtion. With these assumptions
the Coulomb interation may be separated from the in-
tegration in the numerator of (25) and one obtains the
Bowler-Sinyukov formula [44, 45℄
C(q,k) = (1 − λ) + λKcoul(qinv)
[
1 + exp
(−R2outq2out
−R2sideq2side −R2longq2long
)]
, (28)
where Kcoul(qinv) is the squared Coulomb wave funtion
integrated over a stati gaussian soure. We use, follow-
ing the STAR proedure [41℄, the stati gaussian soure
haraterized by the widths of 5 fm in all three dire-
tions. The 3-dimensional orrelation funtion with the
exat treatment of the Coulomb interation, alulated
aording to Eqs. (14) and (25), is then tted with this
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FIG. 10: Ratio Rout/Rside for the Craow model with T = 165
MeV (irles) and the Blast-Wave model with resonanes and
a = −0.5 (squares). The STAR data are represented by open
irles.
approximate formula and the HBT radii are obtained.
They an be ompared diretly to the experimental radii.
We note that this way of omparing experimental data
and theoretial preditions is very reasonable in the sense
that the same experimental and theoretial observables
are ompared. The HBT radii may be obtained also from
the t to the orrelation funtion (27), whih provides the
way for the experiments to judge the systemati uner-
tainty of determining the results by using the Bowler-
Sinyukov proedure.
IV. RESULTS
The parameters of eah model are xed by tting the
single-partile p⊥-spetra of pions and kaons to the ex-
perimental data. An example of suh a t is shown in
Fig. 3. The values of the parameters are listed in the
aptions of Figs. 4-7. Thus our analysis of the HBT or-
relations has no extra parametri freedom.
Our basi results for the pion interferometry are
shown in Figs. 4-7. They were obtained by the pro-
edure desribed in detail in Set. III, i.e., by tting
the 3-dimensional two-partile orrelation funtions. In
Figs. 4-7 we show the interept λ and the HBT radii
Rout, Rside, and Rlong as funtions of the transverse mo-
mentum of the pion pair. The squares orrespond to
the full alulation with resonanes, the down-triangles
show the results obtained in the alulation without res-
onanes, the up-triangles show the results obtained with
resonanes and with the Coulomb-aware t made aord-
ing to the Bowler-Sinyukov formalism [44, 45℄, while the
irles show the data of the STAR ollaboration from
Ref. [41℄. The rst immediate observation is that the in-
lusion of resonanes inreases the radii by about 1 fm.
This is expeted, sine the resonanes travel some dis-
tane from their plae of birth on the freeze-out hyper-
surfae before they deay into pions. The typial sale is
set by the resonane life-time whih is about 1 fm/.
Browsing through Figs. 4-7 we note that the agree-
ment with the data hanges with the seleted model of
expansion. Out of the four models tested, by far the
best results are obtained for the Blast-Wave model with
resonanes and a = −0.5. This shows that the hypersur-
faes with ρ dereasing with time (f. Fig. 1) are favored.
Note that the Rlong radius is partiularly sensitive to the
a parameter, with a = −0.5 giving the right result, while
inreasing a spoils the agreement. The model values of
the interept λ shown in Figs. 4-7 are too large ompared
to the data, whih simply reets the fat that we do not
take into aount the eet of seondary pions oming
from the weak deays, as well as the ontamination of
the pion sample by misidentied partiles in the experi-
ment.
The Craow model and the Blast-Wave model with
a = 0.5 have very lose preditions, as expeted from the
similarity of the hypersurfaes, f. Fig. 1. We note that
in all onsidered models the qualitative behavior of the
dependene of the radii on kT is orret. The Coulomb
orretions evaluated with the Bowler-Sinyukov formal-
ism are small, of the order of a small fration of a fermi.
Our method of determining the HBT radii from
the model involves the alulation of the omplete 3-
dimensional orrelation funtion. First we use the free
wave funtion of Eq. (23) in Eq. (22) and ompare it to
the gaussian t made aording to Eq. (27). The results
are shown in Fig. 8 where we plot the projetions of the
orrelation funtion itself, as well as the projetions of the
3-dimensional t. The deviations between the funtion
(symbols) and the t (urves) reet the fat that the un-
derlying two-partile distributions are not gaussian and
produe a non-gaussian orrelation funtion. One an
also see that the inrease of the integration regions in
the omplementary diretions leads to better agreement.
Sine this is an important nding, we restate this obser-
vation: In a xed kT bin we take the 3-dimensional fun-
tion. We hoose one of the diretions, say qout, and inte-
grate over the remaining two diretions, qside and qlong,
within the speied range. When the range is very nar-
row, this orresponds to sliing the 3-dimensional fun-
tion along the line qside = qlong = 0. This gives the irles
in Fig. 8. Next we repeat the same projetion presrip-
tion but for the gaussian t to the orrelation funtion,
whih results in the solid lines. The lines deviate from
the irles within a few perent showing that the gaus-
sian approximation works at that level. Inreasing the
integration range in the omplementary diretions results
in a muh better agreement, whih is manifested by the
overlap of the squares to the dotted lines. One an also
see that even though the detailed shape of the orrelation
funtion is not exatly reprodued when the integration
region is smaller (irles and triangles), the overall width,
and hene the radius, is desribed well.
Now we ome to the analysis of the orrelation funtion
taking into aount the Coulomb interations. Expliitly,
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FIG. 11: The separation distributions for pion pairs from the Blast-Wave model with resonanes and a = −0.5 (blak irles).
On the left-hand-side the plots for pairs of primordial pions are shown. On the right-hand-side, the plots for all pions are
shown. The lines show the separation distribution whih is the result of the tting of the orresponding orrelation funtion
by a gaussian parameterization.
we use the Coulomb wave funtion of Eq. (25) in Eq. (22)
and ompare it to the Bowler-Sinyukov formula (28). We
perform the same proedure as above and the results are
shown in Fig. 9. We observe that the Coulomb intera-
tions dig holes at low values of q, whih is the well-known
result of the long-range repulsion.
In Fig. 10 we show the ratio Rout/Rside for several
models. The very good agreement with the STAR data
(open irles) is obtained for the Blast-Wave model with
resonanes and a = −0.5. This behavior is already ex-
peted from the inspetion of Figs. 4-7. The Craow
model with T = 165 MeV desribes well the kT depen-
dene of the experimental ratio, giving the magnitude of
the ratio smaller by about 15%.
V. EFFECTS OF RESONANCES IN THE
CORRELATION FUNCTION
Figure 11 shows the separation distributions for the
Blast-Wave model with a = −0.5 and for the bin 0.25
GeV < kT < 0.35 GeV. On the left-hand-side the dis-
tributions of pairs onstruted only from the primordial
pions are shown. It an be seen that these distributions
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FIG. 12: Spae distribution of the produed pion pairs. The
solid lines show separation distribution for all pairs, irles
show the pairs of primordial pions, up-triangles show the pairs
whih ontain one pion from the ρ deay, but no pion from
the ω deay, squares show the pairs where one pion omes
from the ω deay, nally down-triangles show the pairs where
one pion omes from deays of resonanes other than ρ and ω
and the other from this group plus the primordial pions, see
text for a more detailed desription. Blast-Wave model with
resonanes, a = −0.5, 0.25 GeV < kT < 0.35 GeV.
are ut o at the value determined by the ρmax parameter
of the Blast-Wave model, sine by denition no pair an
have a separation greater than 2ρmax in the out and side
diretions. The orrelation funtion is the Fourier trans-
form of these distributions. As desribed in Set. III D,
the orrelation funtion may be tted with the gaussian
formula (27) and the result of the t an be used to nd
the presumed gaussian distribution (26). The separation
distributions obtained with the help of suh a proedure,
i.e., from the gaussian ts to the orrelation funtion, are
shown as thin lines in Fig. 11. We note that the gaus-
sian approximation works reasonably well at low values
of the separation radii with some deviations in the ase
of long diretion at large values of rlong. In that ase a
tail results from the hosen model of expansion. In our
boost-invariant model the distribution extends to inn-
ity, however, the observed drop is aused by the presene
of the homogeneity length in the system.
On the right-hand-side of Fig. 11 we show the or-
responding plots inluding all pairs of the pions reated
before 500 fm/, i.e., the primordial pions and other pi-
ons oming from almost all strongly-deaying resonanes.
The eet of the resonanes is very learly visible in a
long-range tail in the out and side diretions. One an
see how the model urve departs from the gaussian t
around 17 fm. For the long diretion the tail is also pro-
dued and the eet adds up to the tail produed by the
expansion model. Thus, it is lear that the gaussian t
to the orrelation funtions has no way to desribe the
long-range tail of the distributions. The tails have, how-
ever, an eet on the orrelation funtion and show up
as peak at low qinv whih is seen in Fig.8 as the dier-
ene between the data (irles) and t (solid lines). This
results in the lowering of the λ parameter of the gaussian
t [1℄.
It is interesting to study the long-range tails of the sep-
aration distributions in more detail. Figure 12 shows the
anatomy of the separation distributions divided into sev-
eral omponents. The pions are divided into four groups:
primary, those oming from ρ deays, those oming from
ω deays, and other oming from deays of other reso-
nanes than ρ or ω. In the plot we show the distributions
of pairs onstruted from pions belonging to the lasses
dened above. First we onsider pairs where both pions
are primary (irles). One an see that in the ase of out
and side diretions these pions are onentrated near the
origin with 2ρmax ≈ 18 fm providing the uto. There
is no suh uto in the long diretion where we an see
the fallo resulting from the homogeneity length. Next
we onsider the pairs where one of the pions omes from
the ρ deays and the other from primary pions or pi-
ons oming from deays of resonanes other than ω and
ρ (up-triangles, labeled as "primary, other - ρ"). These
pairs are responsible for the inrease of the strength of the
soure in all three diretions. In the out and side dire-
tions, they ause the swelling of the soure. The urves
orresponding to the pairs where one of the pion belongs
to the group "other" and the seond to the groups "other,
primary" (down-triangles) show a very similar behavior
to the "primary, other, ρ" ase. Finally, we show the
pairs where one of the pions omes from the ω deay
(squares). In all three diretions we observe the long-
range tails aused by the long lifetime. These pairs pro-
due a non-gaussian harater of the orrelation funtion.
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FIG. 13: The 1-dimensional orrelation funtion plotted as a funtion of qinv for the Blast-Wave model with resonanes,
a = −0.5, 0.25 GeV < kT < 0.35 GeV (open irles). Panel a) gives the "primary-primary" ase, b) - "primary, other - ρ",
) - "primary, ρ, other - ω", and d) - "other, primary - other". For omparison dashed lines show the best t of the gaussian
formula, with the orresponding values of Rinv.
It an also be seen, that the total distribution (solid lines)
an be well approximated by a ombination of a gaussian-
like ore at low r and the long-range non-gaussian halo.
In order to illustrate the inuene of the resonanes on
the orrelation funtion itself, in Fig. 13 we show how
dierent types of pairs ontribute to the observed orre-
lation as a funtion of qinv. It is learly seen that none of
the ontributions is well-reprodued by a gaussian. This
feature is most prominently seen for the pairs whih on-
tain at least one pion from the ω deay: in this ase
the orrelation funtion has a peak at low qinv, whih
is expeted as the spaetime distribution for these pairs,
seen in Fig. 12 is exponential at large r. Even though
the gaussian t fails to desribe the detailed behaviour of
the funtions, espeially at low values of qinv, it serves as
a tool for extration of the HBT radii. One an see, that
the smallest radius is obtained for the primordial pairs,
as expeted. However, they provide only about 10% of
the orrelation eet. Pairs, whih ontain a pion from
any strongly-deaying resonane, exept for ρ or ω, show
a size larger by approximately 1 fm. They aount for at
least 30% of the orrelation eet. Pairs ontaining the ρ-
deay produt show slightly larger inrease of the radius
(also about 1 fm) and provide the largest ontribution to
the orrelation eet, about 40%. Pairs ontaining the
ω-deay produts give the largest size, as expeted, but
their ontribution to the orrelation funtion is sharply
peaked at small qinv, whih results in the derease of the
λ parameter, but does not inuene the width of the or-
relation funtion (and therefore the obtained radius).
VI. PREDICTIONS FOR THE KAON
In this setion we show our preditions for the kaon
HBT radii from the Blast-Wave model with resonanes.
The results obtained with the free wave funtion (23)
and formula (22) are shown in Fig. 14. We also give the
results for the pions and notie that the kaons niely ex-
tend the urves to higher values of the transverse mass.
The results are plotted as a funtion of mT of the pair.
This hoie follows from the expetation that the radii
are inuened mostly by the ow, whih results in the
approximate mT saling [46, 47℄. The error bars indiate
the errors of the gaussian t to the THERMINATOR simula-
tion. We note that for all radii the saling holds within
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FIG. 14: Preditions for the kaon femtosopy in the Blast-
Wave model with a = −0.5. The model parameters are
T = 165.6MeV, µB = 28.5MeV, τ = 8.55 fm, ρmax = 8.92 fm,
vT = 0.311 . The rst four points from the left are predi-
tions for pions, the three points on the right - for kaons.
these unertainties. The alulation presented in Fig. 14
uses the model whih was most suessful for the pions.
Note that all parameters were xed by the pioni se-
tor and the preditions for kaons involve no parametri
freedom.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a lass of hydro-inspired models with
single freeze-out was used to analyze in detail the pion
orrelation funtions, with an emphasis on the role of
the hosen model of freeze-out as well as the detailed
inuene of resonane deays. Conerning the hoie of
the expansion model we have found that the freeze-out
geometry where the transverse size dereases with time
works by far the best, allowing for a uniform desription
of the pT spetra and the HBT orrelation radii. Suh
a model has the features similar to those found in the
advaned hydro alulations, however in our study the
resulting time and size sales are shorter. We have found
that the Rlong radius is partiularly sensitive to the de-
tails of expansion, whih helps to disriminate between
various ases. Our alulations were done for the Cra-
ow single-freeze-out model as well as for the Blast-Wave
model inluding all resonane deays, and with a modi-
ed shape of the ρ−t freeze-out urve. We have ahieved
a satisfatory and uniform agreement for the desription
of the data, as an be judged from Figs. 3 and 7.
Our alulations used the ode THERMINATOR, whih
is a Monte-Carlo implementation of the hydro-inspired
models with single freeze-out. The use of the Monte-
Carlo tehnique allowed us to study in a greater detail the
eets of resonanes on the shape of the orrelation fun-
tions. Sine our freeze-out temperature is large, we need
to inlude pratially all resonanes, as in the studies of
partile abundanes and momentum spetra. We have
expliitly found non-gaussian features of the pion or-
relation funtions aused by the long-living resonanes,
mainly the ω meson, onrming earlier expetations. In
addition, we have arefully disussed their quantitative
role for the extration and interpretation of the HBT
radii, as well as the shape of the orrelation funtions and
the separation distributions. In short, we hope that our
analysis provides a very useful vivisetion of the pion
HBT problem, helpful in the understanding of the un-
derlying spae-time piture of relativisti heavy-ion ol-
lisions. We nd that the pion HBT data from RHIC are
fully ompatible with the single freeze-out senario.
Finally, we give preditions for the HBT radii of kaons,
whih should be measured shortly. The results for the
kaons exhibit the mT -saling proposed in Ref. [46, 47℄.
APPENDIX A: CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
FOR PRIMORDIAL PARTICLES
In the ase of the primordial partiles one may obtain
analyti expressions for the orrelation funtions whih
are very useful as the referene point for the Monte-Carlo
method. They an also be used for testing numerial
alulations.
1. Side orrelation funtion
In the ase of the side orrelation funtion, one may
hoose the diretion of the average transverse momentum
to be parallel to the rx - axis and the dierene of the two
momenta to be parallel to the ry - axis. In this referene
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frame, at zero rapidity (y = 0) we have
k = (k⊥, 0, 0), q = (0, qside , 0),
and the phase of the Fourier transform of the emission
funtion has the form
i q · x = −i qside y = −i qside ρ sinφ.
Performing similar steps as those whih led us to Eq. (4)
we obtain the Fourier transform of the emission funtion
in the following form (q = qside)
Sside(k⊥, q) =
1
2pi2
∞∑
n=1
(∓)n+1enβµ
1∫
0
dζ ρ(ζ)τ˜ (ζ)
×
{
m⊥
dρ
dζ
K1 [nβm⊥oshα⊥]I0 [nβk⊥sinhα⊥, qρ(ζ)]
−p⊥ dτ˜
dζ
K0 [nβm⊥oshα⊥] I1 [nβk⊥sinhα⊥, qρ(ζ)]
}
.
Here we introdued two funtions:
I0(a, b) = 1
2pi
2pi∫
0
dφ exp(a cosφ− ib sinφ),
and
I1(a, b) = 1
2pi
2pi∫
0
dφ cosφ exp(a cosφ− ib sinφ).
For b = 0 they are redued to the Bessel funtions I0(a)
and I1(a).
2. Out orrelation funtion
In this ase we may hoose the oordinate system
where
k = (k⊥, 0, 0), q = (qout , 0, 0),
and the phase of the Fourier transform is
i q · x = i q0t− i qside x
= i q0 τ˜ oshα‖ − i qside ρ cosφ.
The energy dierene q0 in Eq. (A1) is obtained from
the formula
q0 =
√
m2 + (k⊥ + qside /2)2 −
√
m2 + (k⊥ − qside /2)2,
and the Fourier transform of the emission funtion reads
(q = qside)
Sout(k⊥, q) =
1
2pi2
∞∑
n=1
(∓)n+1enβµ
1∫
0
dζ ρ(ζ)τ˜ (ζ)
{
m⊥
dρ
dζ
K1
[
nβm⊥oshα⊥− iq0 τ˜
]
I0 [nβk⊥sinhα⊥− iqρ]
−p⊥ dτ˜
dζ
K0
[
nβm⊥oshα⊥− iq0 τ˜
]
I1 [nβk⊥sinhα⊥− iqρ]
}
.
3. Long orrelation funtion
Similarly to the two previous ases, we nd
k = (k⊥, 0, 0), q = (0, 0, qlong ),
i q · x = −i qlong z = −i qlong τ˜sinhα‖,
and (q = qlong)
Slong(k⊥, q) =
1
2pi2
∞∑
n=1
(∓)n+1enβµ
1∫
0
dζ ρ(ζ)τ˜ (ζ)
×
{
m⊥
dρ
dζ
K1 [nβm⊥oshα⊥, qτ˜ ] I0 [nβk⊥sinhα⊥]
−p⊥ dτ˜
dζ
K0 [nβm⊥oshα⊥, qτ˜ ] I1 [nβk⊥sinhα⊥]
}
.
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The funtions K0 and K1 are dened by the integrals:
K0(a, b) = 1
2
∞∫
−∞
dα exp(−aoshα− ibsinhα)
and
K1(a, b) = 1
2
∞∫
−∞
dα oshα exp(−aoshα− ibsinhα).
For b = 0 these funtions redue to the modied Bessel
funtions K0 and K1.
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